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Draft Comments on Plan for Downtown 
Hayward: Vision or Fiasco? 

Sherman Lewis, HAPA, July 9, 2017 

These comments assess the “Vision” as if it were a plan, and are based on my previous 
comments about what I had hoped to see in a plan. The Vision Plan is available at 
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wsyhixvvsix4mx8/LWC_Hayward_Vision%20Framework_Draft_052
517.pdf?dl=0. Slide numbers below relate to this pdf. A deeper, more extensive, more analytical 
approach to downtown is available in Ideas for Downtown Hayward at 
https://hapaforhayward.wordpress.com/downtown-hayward/. You get my opinions below, but 
hopefully also get some ideas that will contribute to your thinking. 

The Vision is a well-illustrated, well-organized report with many good ideas and some glaring 
problems. I’ll discuss the big peanut, parking structures, the numbers, important ideas ignored, 
and probable inadequacy of the DEIR. 

The big peanut? The traffic lozenge? The oblong roundabout? 

 
[See slides 41 to 47]  

What do you think? If you are new to this image, it may take a while to figure it out. Foothill-
South Mission and Foothill-Jackson seem to work reasonably well, like the old two way system 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/wsyhixvvsix4mx8/LWC_Hayward_Vision%20Framework_Draft_052517.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/wsyhixvvsix4mx8/LWC_Hayward_Vision%20Framework_Draft_052517.pdf?dl=0
https://hapaforhayward.wordpress.com/downtown-hayward/


with a big median. South Mission and North Mission work poorly, with a bump to the left for 
southbound and a bigger bump to the right for northbound. D St. eastbound is a problem. See if 
you can figure it out. 

The diagrams show a deterioration of traffic flow on D Street. They have a long detour 
lengthwise down the oval, easy access to E street, and two more blocks up Foothill to get back on 
D Street. It looks like Francisco Street becomes a major arterial. 

This plan has other serious flaws. There is no traffic analysis and no basis for a traffic analysis 
because of the lack of any information about non-auto modes, TDM, and other policies that 
would increase access to downtown with fewer private cars, particularly from CSUEB Hayward 
and Chabot. There is no information about obvious alternatives. There is no discussion of the $20 
million or more available in the SR238 LATIP Fund. There is no real discussion of staging. There is 
a pretty drawing of something that works poorly that we can’t afford. There is no comparative 
cost information; there is zero concern for cost-effectiveness. It is planning by image instead of 
by analysis. It is planning to impose a choice rather than provide choices. The Vision is a sales 
pitch, not an analysis. 

The drawings of the Big Oblong show a significant number of businesses being demolished 
and more indirect routes and longer routes than would exist with alternatives. There is no 
evidence land would be gained by the peanut compared to more sensible alternatives. There is 
no sensitivity to the difficulty of making a small business successful, and how devastating loss of 
an affordable business rental could be.  

The Vision shows an alternative to the Loop, but does not discuss it. The Vision ignores the 
more extensive analysis by HAPA. The Vision (slide 43) has a partial and vague critique of part of 
the Loop. Plain English is avoided in favor of planner talk: “Foothill Boulevard creates a physical 
and perceptual connectivity barrier.” Translation: “Foothill is so wide pedestrians won’t cross it.” 
(The consultants are not alone in the effusive use of vague, fell-good language; it seems endemic 
to planners. Watch out for “robust,” “gateway,” “diverse,” “active lifestyles,” “enhance,” “energy 
center,” “welcoming elements,” “vibrant,” “fine grain,” “meet the street,” “welcoming 
environment.”)  

“A lozenge shaped roundabout proved to be the most preferred solution by the 
community.” (Slide 41) Nonsense. The consultants are hearing what they want to hear from a 
few people without enough information for an informed decision. Without adequate 
quantitative analysis, we have no basis for choosing among major options. 

Words – reality disconnect 

“A potential new roundabout could create a gateway into Downtown and restore the street 
grid to provide opportunities for infill and redevelopment of 2-3 story buildings with ground floor 
retail and upper-story residential units.” (Slide 42) 

Let us analyze this language. It is not a real roundabout; it is much longer, creating problems 
most roundabouts don’t have. Anything there creates a gateway. The term has no meaning: the 
Loop has a gateway; the alternatives would create gateways. The roundabout does not, in fact, 
restore the street grid. I am surprised the consultants would make such an obviously false claim. 
It is not clear if it provides any more opportunity for infill and redevelopment compared with the 
other options; it is clear a lot gets torn down.  



Slide 44 claims that the oval roundabout would improve circulation but provides no evidence 
in support. “New landmark” and “distinct destination” are hand-waving fluff and no substitute 
for real analysis of substantive functionality among competing alternatives. Two-way roads can 
work well but the big oval roundabout is a different issue.  

Study affordable, practical alternatives 

The Vision is appealing about how things could look, and deficient on how things really work. 
This is a big disappointment.  

Three alternatives need to be studied: 1. the two way system HAPA has proposed for years; 
2. traffic circles at Mission-Foothill-Jackson and at Foothill-D St., and 3. Foothill realigned via E St. 
to create a large new block for development. 

Parking structures  
The Vision proposes three parking structures, undermining the credibility of the whole plan. 

Parking structures induce traffic and congestion, cause safety problems, pollute the air, 
discourage alternative modes, are enormously expensive, subsidize global warming, and are 
unnecessary for downtown growth. They require so much subsidy that they are economically 
very inefficient. They pre-empt space from directly productive uses.  

Without admitting it, the Vision proposes a misuse of revenues from all tax payers to 
subsidize parking for a few and to deny funding to alternative modes. 

Slide 22, for example, shows 844 structured parking spaces. The Vision has no information 
about how much the structure will cost or how it will be paid for. In the past the city has used tax 
funds to pay for structures where drivers park for free. Such an approach is a huge subsidy to 
global warming and completely contradictory to any effort to reach sustainability. 

These structures contradict the Vision Statement: Downtown “…is accessible by bike, foot, 
car, and public transit.” (Slide 13) They are contrary to Key Priority #2 (slide 9) for sustainability, 
which cannot be achieved by spending tens of millions of dollars to increase car traffic 
downtown. It can only be achieved by emphasizing non-auto access to downtown. More 
subsidized parking is a hidden and wrong metric, just as wrong as auto LOS, which the Vision 
does criticize. Policies for parked cars are just as important as those for moving cars. The thinking 
behind slides 51 to 55 needs to be applied to parking structures: They do not contribute to 
alternative performance metrics. 

Parking structures only provide parking on upper levels net of spaces on the ground level 
used to support the structure. Areas for ramps and parking lanes cannot be used for parking. It is 
expensive to build concrete and steel strong enough to support many tons of vehicles.  

Parking structures should pay their own way, for land cost, construction, operating, and 
external costs, but the hourly rate would be so high few people would park there. Surface 
parking is also problematic, but far less expensive and more manageable using market parking 
charges. Surface parking can be converted more easily to social and economic uses when, 
hopefully, society matures in the future. 



The numbers: adding things up 

ABAG projections should be ignored, and the Vision does ignore them. ABAG projections are 
based on anti-sustainability assumptions, discussed in detail in other HAPA reports. The figures in 
the Vision are incomplete and required some assumptions about square feet to job ratios. 

The Vision has about 66 percent less housing than ABAG projections and about 68 percent 
more jobs. In short, the Vision ignores the ABAG projections. See spreadsheet below. 

 

 
The projections for 5,120 new units means about 12,000 more people, which would greatly 

help local purchasing power for downtown business. However, the job growth likely from so 
much housing growth and outside access seems too small.  

Unfortunately, the reasoning behind ignoring ABAG is not presented. What is the basis for 
these projections? What is estimated demand from residents and outside access? What is the 
appropriate number of retail jobs to meet that demand? Why doesn’t the number of jobs 
increase at the same rate as the housing units? What is the method to calculate the number of 
jobs needed to service the increased number of housing units? These data gaps and unjustified 
parking structures relate to the need for a real access study.  

Growth Projections, Downtown Hayward
Vision Projections

slide site

New 

Residen-

tial units

New 

Retail SF

New Office 

SF

New 

Structured 

Parking

New 

Surface 

Parking

New Open 

Space 

acres

p. 22 city center 978 30,000 30,000 844 - 1.02

p. 28 downtown 60 - 32,250 69 - 0.86

p. 36 BART 487 92,850 168,000 385 63 3.75

p. 42 Foothill Mission 198 74,800 - 115 239 3.75

1,723      197,650 230,250 1,413            302 9.38

assume 500 SF per retail employee retail jobs + office jobs = total jobs

assume 200 SF per office employee 395          1,151            1,547            

ABAG Projections

Vision 

Projections

p. 5 2010 2040 Growth Growth # %

Housing Units 4,380 9,500 5120 1,723 Shortfall = 3,397 66%

Jobs 7,570 8,490 920 1,547 Excess = 627 -68%

slide 4:

Then why are they being ignored?

Why aren't SF converted to jobs and vice versa?

The Vision does not report SF per employee

Vision compared to ABAG

"Projections help communities plan ahead, making sure there is enough space for residential and 

non-residential uses in the future."



Important ideas needing more work 

Performance measures 

The most important slides in the Vision are 51 to 55 on performance measures. They are 
wholly inconsistent with subsidized parking structures. Unfortunately, the Vision only suggests 
the city apply these metrics and does not actually apply them, even though slides 56 to 65 seem 
to have sufficient specificity that, if all the policies for improving access while decreasing auto use 
were also considered, an assessment could be made (see study below). It would help if the 
concepts shown on slide 54 were clearly linked to specific implementations. 

Pedestrians and bikers 

The Vision proposes many ped and bike lanes, but has no basis for why people would 
actually use them, or how many would use them, or that how relates to parking structures. 
Sidewalks and bicycle lanes are necessary but not sufficient to achieve use. The LOS for bike 
lanes, sidewalks, and transit may be “A” for the facility and “F” in terms of actual use. The Vision 
does not analyze how much facilities would be used, so there seems to be no way of applying the 
LOS metrics.  

The Vision needs reasons to believe that bike lanes would actually be used, particularly auto 
pricing measures and design measures to accommodate bicycles at the ends of trips. There then 
needs to be a quantitative estimate of ped and bike use based on an analysis of local 
development and external access (see study below). 

Public autos: taxis, ehail rides, car share, car rental 

The Vision does not discuss public cars: car share, car rental, taxis, and ehail rides. In fact, 
Lyft, Uber, etc. are not even mentioned, let alone evaluated for their potential to reduce the 
need for parking if properly supported by city policy. 

Taxis are not discussed. They are losing ground due to excessive, out-moded city regulation. 
The City has failed to adjust the Greyhound parking and to support a taxi stand in the disabled 
parking loop. The disabled access is most efficient way for taxis to pick up passengers at the exit 
to the station.  

The City has ignored the unfair competition of ehail rides with taxis for years, and ehail rides 
have surged. The City does not seem to know what proper policy is, based on failures in the 
Maple Main and Lincoln Landing project approvals. I am disappointed that HAPA’s proposals for a 
viable taxi stand at BART, for fair treatment of taxis, and for supporting ehail rides, car share and 
car rental were ignored.  

It does not make sense to claim to support alternative modes and then not have policy to do 
so. Sustainability needs less car ownership, which is facilitated, among other things, by public 
autos. The Vision should recognize this. 

Street cross sections 

Slide 60 Main St. and the other street cross sections show real progress away from overly 
wide travel lanes hostile to non-car modes. Even if the exact ideas are not used, they provide a 
new cook book for designing complete streets.  



HAPA strongly supports bicycle lanes buffered from traffic and shorter pedestrian crossing 
distances with safety medians. However, some cross sections show three and four lane wide 
roadways that create long pedestrian crossings.  

It is disappointing the HAPA’s recommendations for a pilot project for back-in diagonal 
parking was ignored. It would be safe and easier to use, once people got used to it. 

Implementation Strategies 

Slides 67 to 73 fail to mention the importance of transit, walk and bike access which can be 
far more important than parking, let alone parking visibly adjacent to stores. This section is not 
about transportation, but slide 69 could at least mention the importance of increasing access by 
non-auto modes.  

Until Hayward gets serious about transit, not just as a subsidized service to the poor, but as 
major high-quality mobility for the middle class, we will not get sustainable growth downtown. 
Sustainable growth downtown depends both on optimizing cost-effective surface parking and on 
increasing walk, bike and transit access. Transit access depends primarily on rapid buses as 
detailed in HAPA reports on downtown. The Vision needs to commit more boldly to mode shift. 

Pricing measures  

The Vision refers to, but does not actually recommend, pricing measures and TDM, and does 
not mention the major policies needed. (Slides 53, 55) The major needed policies are economic 
unbundling parking charges and market-based parking charges.  

The BART site [1]  

I am disappointed that HAPA’s proposal for a mid-sized convention hotel with special access 
from BART was ignored (Slide 35). It would do more for Hayward than offices. Charles McKeag 
has pointed out that Hayward has too few hotels, and there are no hotels at all downtown.  

The Downtown Block (slide 27) 

 I disagree with the proposal. Besides a parking structure, the drawing shows elimination of 
the parking we now have for CVS, Buffalo Bill’s and everything else that surrounds the existing 
parking. It makes no sense to eliminate convenient parking and build a parking structure with 
slower access if the existing parking is actually underutilized. 

However, the so-called “underutilized city-owned parking” is not, in fact, under-utilized. My 
family, friends, and I use this parking all the time. Our experience is that this mid-block parking is 
extremely well-utilized. The layout should be improved by combining the CVS and city parking 
into a more rational pattern, as HAPA has proposed. Certainly such improvement would be far 
more affordable than a parking structure. The vacant lot on B St. and the Salvation Army area 
could be redeveloped as suggested, and more could be done by razing the office building on A 
St., creating a direct connection to Maple Court, and redevelopment just east of the Salvation 
Army Building. These ideas are similar to the Vision but based on more non-auto access, which 
the Vision, at least in theory, is committed to. 

What does “under-utilized” mean? The Vision needs clarity. Downtown lots and parking 
structures are less than 80 percent parked up most of the time. Sometimes the structures and 
the downtown block are full. With pricing, the supply would equal demand. Without pricing, 



there can never be enough parking and resources are wasted. It is essential to implement some 
pricing to start the process of public education and acceptance. The Vision needs to propose this.  

 “A curb-less street shared by pedestrians, cyclists and motorists” (from the Vision) is exactly 
what we have now; motorists and pedestrians are already using the same space. [Also slide 33] 

The MTC research has been ignored. The HAPA recommendations have been ignored. The 
potential for a circulator alignment has been ignored. In general, the Vision shows no awareness 
of how to make circulators and shuttles fast, frequent, free, and cost-effective, as explained in 
more detail in previous HAPA comments. 

The Vision makes a number of claims that do not bear close examination. We don’t need a 
parking structure to help form complete block faces. The vision assumes that parking loss to 
buildings must be replaced by parking elsewhere instead of by non-auto access. The Vision is 
inadequate because it provides no analysis of the ability to provide enough access by non-auto 
modes and without parking structures. The connection is not needed to catalyze infill buildings. 
The buildings do not need to be served by a public parking structure. The shared space 
connection already exists.  

BART TOD 

The private investment being proposed near BART (Slide 38) would be on land now used for 
disabled access, buses, and existing plaza. The vision needs to analyze if the proposal does 
anything at all to increase foot traffic and active uses compared to the existing situation. There is 
potential for building on the existing plaza in a way that would reduce its size by city hall, but the 
Vision text does not accurately describe what is on the drawing on slides 35-36. Building on part 
of the existing plaza would achieve the goals described in slide 39 without pre-empting adjoining 
space now used by bus riders, disabled people, and taxi/ehail ride users.  

Keep the BART Intermodal  

The bus stops should NOT be relocated from where they are now. The bus multimodal 
center was built at considerable public expense and has access from BART that is far more 
convenient than anything that could be accessed from the west side. The movement of buses 
from B St. into BART and out on C Street works very well and any plan for the west side would 
necessarily slow down transit access to downtown.  

It makes no sense to reduce the number of bus bays when we’re trying to increase public 
transit and make Hayward BART a major regional multimodal hub. We need instead to reallocate 
bays for the Chabot and CSUEB Hayward shuttles, not make them less attractive with a west-side 
access. If Hayward is serious about shuttles, many will need to a convenient stop at Hayward 
BART.  

It is not practical to eliminate the disabled parking area off B Street. There is a reason why 
disabled access is from the east side, but the Vision does not seem to be aware of it.  

A new pedestrian plaza is not needed; the existing station exit area and walkway to Watkins 
work fine. People have no problems crossing the bus lanes from the drop-off lanes to the station.  

Moving bus stops away from the BART station to Mission and A makes no sense. Bus rapid 
transit is usually less cost-effective than rapid bus and would need to go to BART. Rapid bus to 
Chabot and CSUEB Hayward should be far higher, in fact, immediate, priorities.  



It seems unlikely that the proposed open space will draw people into downtown any more 
than the existing situation.  

Foothill Mission Gateway 

Slide 45 shows the destruction of existing businesses, a new routing pattern, and new 
buildings, as a way to calm traffic, provide a gateway to downtown, and provide a “vibrant” 
space. These changes seem totally unnecessary. Traffic can be calmed through narrower streets 
and travel lanes, and speed humps. The term “gateway” is too vague to be meaningful. The keys 
to “vibrant space” are attractive businesses with adequate sidewalks and nice landscaping. Slide 
45 shows an expensive way to achieve downtown renewal. The proposed coordinated signals 
would work equally well with two-way traffic or two simple traffic circles. As with the other 
proposals, this slide shows too much imagination and too little practicality.  

B and C to two-way 

The Vision assumes some benefit with no explanation; it does not demonstrate any clear 
benefit from B/C going to two-way. The consultants do not seem to realize that the Loop has 
increased through traffic on B and C, and that two-way might make things worse. The 
narrowness of B St. already assures slow traffic. If the purpose is to make traffic slower, B St. is 
already slow. If it would have more parking, what are the numbers? The Vision needs to discuss 
how deliveries would work, because now a travel lane is often blocked but traffic can still go 
around easily.  

Study  

The Vision lays out a plan that is visionary but too expensive to implement, is often 
impractical even in the medium term, ignores critical choices, has worthwhile goals disconnected 
from specific ways to achieve them, subsidizes traffic and global warming, and calls for ped and 
bike facilities with no analysis to show that people would use them.  

The City needs a study that would compare the traffic-increasing approach of the Vision to 
one based on sustainability and quality of life. The study would consider all the policies that 
would reduce auto-access to downtown, many absent from the Vision. It should be in ten year 
phases.  

The comparison would use the same housing and job projections, hopefully better reasoned 
than the ones used so far, showing congruence between resident and non-resident demand on 
the one hand and local business square footage on the other. There needs to be a holding 
capacity study which estimates units, square feet, and building heights as a basis for the 
projection. Instead of no proposals for the BART site or the city site at C and Main, a holding 
capacity estimate would list all parcels with estimates of developable land, fault-constrained 
land, and square feet of open space. Land use estimates are the basis for trip generation and 
absorption for all modes. 

(How many people are in the housing units on slide 5? How many employed residents are in 
those units? Concerning jobs, how many are local-serving and how many are basic, such as 
specialized businesses that serve clients outside the downtown and industrial employment. Non-
resident employees with basic jobs need to be considered in the purchasing power for local 
business.) 



The study would estimate trips by residents and by people from outside downtown, and by 
all modes: auto, public auto, transit, bicycles, and walking. 

The study would estimate how many trips and the modes they would use. The list below is a 
first attempt and needs better integration with the metrics, especially slide 54. 

The study would 

 Assume design measures to accommodate bicycles at the ends of trips, 

 Study the four options for the Loop, including not only traffic but also cost-
effectiveness (I predict that the four options will work about the same, so that lower 
cost should determine the choice), 

 Study converting B and C to two-way (I predict that making B and C two way would 
not gain much if anything)  

 Estimate non-auto access to downtown by BART, shuttles, public autos, bicycles, and 
walking, 

 Include the corridor shuttle to CSUEB Hayward, with ridership based on Bayview 
Village, campus residential development, and Mission corridor development, all 
based on non-car modes as HAPA has proposed, 

 Include the corridor shuttle to the Amador County Center, Southland, and Chabot, 

 Include the downtown circulator as proposed by HAPA, 

 Use HAPA’s rapid bus concepts and proposals for shuttles and the circulator, 

 Estimate traffic flow for the three practical alternatives for Mission-Foothill-
Jackson—two-way with signals, two traffic circles, Foothill via E St.—as well as the 
lozenge. (I suspect that these three ideas and the lozenge will perform similarly and 
that the two-way concept is far less expensive),  

 Include a table for Mission-Foothill-Jackson that would show square feet for the 
three alternatives. The table needs to show areas in pavement, the big oval, traffic 
circles, other open space such as fault-constrained area, buildings demolished, new 
buildings, bicycle lanes, parking, and sidewalks. (This table would be a subset of the 
holding capacity table),  

 Include reduction of travel lanes and provision of more parking and bike lanes. 

 Include market based parking charges as proposed by MTC and HAPA, including use 
of revenues for local improvements as determined by merchants, 

 Estimate of how market charges combined with more surface parking increases 
access, parking turnover and consumer spending, 

 Include economic unbundling and related rent reductions, 

 Include employee cash out, 

 Include other TDM as being required for Lincoln Landing, 

 Estimate reduced auto access and auto ownership using all of the above. 

 Estimate increased access using all of the above. 



The analysis should be qualitative as current modeling methodologies are not sensitive 
enough to the assumptions, as explained in other HAPA academic papers. A qualitative approach 
is much easier to do, but requires transparency about assumptions. 

Funding 

The Vision has no discussion of funding and does not propose a top priority phase one 
project. Slide 73 fails to mention funding available from MTC and ACTC. There is no discussion of 
the $20 million or more available in the SR238 LATIP Fund. 

I disagree with phasing for a “quick win.” (Slide 59) The downtown plan top priority should 
be a real win, a simple reversion to a two-way system, something we could afford that would end 
the self-inflicted wound of the Loop. Hayward cannot move ahead until downtown is a place to 
go to, not go past.  

The DEIR  
These comments are aimed at getting adequate information developed. The analysis of 

parking structures as described above will have to show how much they subsidize global 
warming, increase traffic, and have other negative impacts. If parking structures are part of the 
plan for downtown subject to an EIR, HAPA will have to make sure that the anti-environmental 
impacts are fully disclosed. The DEIR needs to consider negative impacts, subsidy, and demand if 
there were no subsidy. 

It is essential that parking pay its own way, for residents and employees not a market charge 
but an economic charge that reflects the real cost of the parking. For short-term parking, the 
number of spaces should be based on analysis of willingness to pay that is great enough to pay 
for the economic cost of the parking. Any evaluation, to be adequate, must also consider the 
ability of walkers, bicycle riders, and frequent high-quality transit to provide access. Portland, 
Oregon provides an example of how to do this planning successfully.  

The DEIR needs to have an analysis of non-auto-access, not just drawings and level of service 
concepts that cannot be applied due to inadequate plans. We need to estimate how many 
people need to get to proposed downtown retail for it to be successful, and the modes people 
would use to get there. The Vision has no analysis of walk access, bike access, circulator 
ridership, corridor shuttles to CSUEB Hayward or Chabot, shuttle ridership based on Bayview 
Village, campus residential development, and Mission corridor development based on non-car 
modes. It has no analysis of access by BART, bus, and public autos, and no estimates of reduced 
auto access using TDMs like employee cash out, unbundling, and market-based street parking. 
The Vision is remarkably unsophisticated on these issues, with the performance of Nelson 
Nygaard being particularly disappointing. Their consultant showed many pedestrians walking on 
attractive successful shopping streets, but had no idea about how they got there. This kind of 
thing can happen in California; it would never happen in Portland or other progressive cities that 
understand sustainability and quality of life policy. 

Conclusion 

The Vision generally ignores HAPA’s specific recommendations at the same time that it is 
friendly to the general concepts behind them. The Vision presents five community priorities 
based on community input, which I assume are also ones that the consultants also support. They 
are nice, but do unfortunately exclude minority voices with additional good ideas. The vision has 



far-out ideas for a far out future, which brings imagination to local planning we have not had 
before. However, the Vision lacks any suggestion of a top priority for initial phasing for the whole 
downtown. A Vision may be intentionally vague, on the way to a Specific Plan, in which case 
these comments should be taken as what HAPA looks for in a Specific Plan.  

These comments analyze severe problems in the Vision for downtown. Rational analysis 
plays little role in politics, which is controlled by perceptions and culture. The consultants are 
very nice, intelligent people who know their profession well; it is the culture of the profession 
that is ignorant about the real economics of global warming and pragmatic policy that can reduce 
auto-dependency. The Vision relies on pretty images and vacuous, often very expensive, 
concepts lacking in practicality. There is no quantitative analysis of mode shift. Planning staff 
knows the rules for planning and how to write reports but also has its own culture of supporting 
subsidizing global warming without being aware that it is doing so. City management is also 
limited by demands on their time and the absence of enough voices calling for real policy. In May 
2017 I sent the City Manager an email I thought was important and did not get an answer. I 
requested an acknowledgement but got no answer. I left a message with an assistant to let me 
know if the message was received, still with no answer. This kind of problem is not unusual. The 
City Council is there because of its sincere commitment to the welfare of the city and the 
confidence of the voters that they are good people to entrust with city affairs. The Council is 
chosen for its ability to listen to many voices and not for its inclination to academic analysis. With 
so many demands on its time and limited policy expertise, and without the depth of knowledge 
needed for effective policy for climate change, it has to rely on staff for analysis. All these cultural 
factors and the inertia of autonomous networks means that the City supports policies increasing 
global warming while claiming to oppose it. CSUEB Hayward is having the same problem.  

The failure of policy is evident in not doing anything to eliminate bundling requirements in 
apartment rentals, not rescinding parking requirements in zoning, not supporting economic 
unbundling, not studying how much parking is really needed, in a lack of interest in market 
viability of less car-dependent life-styles, and not even supporting the smallest of pilot projects 
for market-based charges for street parking. The Council yielded to merchant concerns rather 
than provide leadership to educate the merchants, who really do not understand the issues 
(explained in more detail in other reports to Council). Many forward looking policies of the 
General Plan were ignored in the Maple Main and Lincoln Landing projects. The City approved 
the Green Shutter rehabilitation with no parking at all and believes there will be no problem, yet 
it requires excessive subsidized parking for other projects. The incompatibility of parking 
structures with sustainability is ignored; the culture of free parking is honored. The Vision does 
not mention many important policies. The Vision is far short of a comprehensive plan despite 
repeated advice to the City about how to do one. 

While smart growth and complete streets have a cachet with consultants and officials, there 
is no real understanding of how to reduce auto dependency using a whole series of practical, 
related policies.  
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June 15, 2016 

 

Damon Golubics 

Senior Planner 

City of Hayward - Development Services Department 

777 B Street 

Hayward, CA 94541 

 

Dear Damon Golubics, 

 

Bike East Bay has reviewed the Long-Term Vision presentation for the Downtown Specific Plan, 

and we are impressed by the excellent work staff and consultants have done to strive toward a 

more walkable, bikeable, and human-scale downtown Hayward. 

 

In particular, the presentation’s section on mobility presents an excellent vision for the future, 

taking a deep dive into evaluation metrics and striving for a complete protected bikeway 

network. Responding to clear public input, the team has re-examined the one-way loop 

configuration, offering instead a future that restores the grid and increases accessibility for all 

users. There are a few elements in particular we support for the final plan, along with some 

comments and concerns: 

 

1. The presentation slides on the shift from using Level of Service (LOS) as the primary 

performance metric are excellent. We support focusing on Multi-Modal Level of Service 

(MMLOS), safety, economic metrics, and reduction of Vehicle Miles Traveled (VMT) in 

all future evaluations. Bike East Bay has been asking all cities to include this transition 

away from LOS and we strongly encourage Hayward to become a leader in this shift as 

part of the Downtown Specific Plan. Policy M-1.5 of Hayward’s General Plan supports 

flexible movement away from LOS, and this change will improve the downtown for all 

users. 

 

2. The network of protected bikeways that allow bicyclists of all ages and abilities to access 

the goods, services, and resources of downtown Hayward looks excellent. As the city 

knows from community feedback, one of the greatest challenges to downtown Hayward 

are the massive, multi-lane arterials that ring the commercial area, making access for 

people on bikes and on foot extremely intimidating, dangerous, and uncomfortable.  
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A dense network of all ages and abilities bikeways not only increases access and safety 

for bicyclists, but also serves to help calm auto traffic and provide separation between 

faster vehicles and people walking on the sidewalk. The long-term proposed 

reconfiguration of the Five Flags is truly impressive, and would be truly transformative if 

implemented. 

 

We strongly support the presented vision for bike access, with some comments on the 

proposed network:  

 

● While the vision presented is ambitious, the omission of Mission Boulevard from 

the bicycle network is unwise. Jurisdictions throughout Alameda County, 

including Hayward in other neighborhoods, are making moves to implement 

complete streets projects on the Mission Boulevard corridor, and downtown 

Hayward should do the same. While we appreciate the plan for a protected 

bikeway on Foothill, that would eventually lead to a freeway intersection, while 

Mission leads more directly to Cherryland and beyond. Please consider adding 

Mission back into the bikeway network. 

● Watkins and Grand are both crucial access points to the BART station and 

adjacent neighborhoods. These streets need high-quality bikeways to improve 

access to transit as well as to the downtown commercial core. In this case and 

for all the bikeway plans, it is important to always ask how a bicyclist or 

pedestrian would navigate from their home, for example in the Jackson Triangle, 

to downtown. If it involves a complicated detour to avoid unfriendly streets, the 

bikeway network is not complete. Enabling easy access from neighborhoods into 

downtown should be a top priority. 

● From the current map it is unclear precisely how bikes will access the BART 

station. Even if BART property itself is not part of the plan, the final draft should 

include more detail about how the city will facilitate multi-modal access to the 

edge of BART property. 

● Even though the East Bay Greenway is an exciting plan and Bike East Bay will 

be continually involved in its implementation, the future of railroad right of way 

acquisition is still very unclear. The Downtown Specific Plan should not rely on 

the trail as the sole north-south connection, instead providing more reliable 

parallel routes via on-street facilities. Again, Foothill becomes a freeway 

interchange and a reliable route should be identified and expanded on Mission, 

Grand, Montgomery, or ideally all three. Moreover, an off-street facility is never a 

substitute for safer streets. 

 

3. We support the vision of a downtown for people, including reclaimed public spaces and 

human-scale placemaking. The sketches and ideas for creative use of alleyways, 

parking areas, and unused lots are exciting and thoughtful. For any new community 

identifiers, wayfinding, and gateway features, human scale should be considered 

carefully. Hayward has taken great pride in the large gateway features constructed as 

part of the Loop project, but these green signal arches and massive signs are clearly 
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designed to be seen from vehicles, not by bicyclists and pedestrians. All new 

placemaking features should be scaled for people on foot to see and enjoy. 

 

4. Finally, the vision for infill development is excellent. In order to have a truly bikeable, 

walkable community, Hayward needs to be a place where people can live near their 

workplaces, schools, and services. Medium and higher-density infill development for 

people of mixed incomes, without excessive parking, will help Hayward contribute to a 

regional housing shortage while creating a downtown that enables a mix of uses, where 

people can work, study, and shop affordably and within reasonable proximity to their 

homes. 

 

5. Access to downtown Hayward for people in other areas of Hayward should be central in 

the final plan. In particular, the results and recommendations from the ongoing but 

unfinished shuttle feasibility study should be incorporated with specific recommendations 

for multi-modal circulation into the downtown area. As bicycling advocates, we 

acknowledge that not all individuals can ride a bike. Providing affordable, reliable 

alternatives to single-occupancy vehicles will be vital for fostering a vibrant, bike-friendly 

downtown. 

 

Thank you again for your hard work on developing the Downtown Specific Plan. The firms on 

the design and planning team have done truly impressive work, and at Bike East Bay we are 

excited to see and support the next draft of the plan. Please don’t hesitate to be in touch with 

any questions. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

 
Susie Hufstader 

Community Organizer 

Bike East Bay 

Susie@BikeEastBay.org 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

ITEM #6 WS 17‐018 
 

DOWNTOWN SPECIFIC PLAN 
 

AGENDA QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 
 
 
   



 

 

AGENDA QUESTIONS & ANSWERS 
MEETING DATE: JULY 11, 2017 

 
Item #6: Downtown Specific Plan ‐ Design Charrette Outcome, Update & Discussion (Report from Interim Development Services Director 
Bristow) 

 
 
Q: For the Downtown Specific Plan item (#6), is the draft vision 
that the Task Force is responding to, this item: 
LWC_Hayward_Vision Framework_Draft_052517.pdf? 
 

 
A: The answer is “no.” The posted framework vision is a more detailed 
version of the charrette outcome (May 2017 version; 74 pages in length). A 
more concise presentation was put together for the June 5, 2017, 
Downtown Specific Plan Task Force meeting (Task Force Meeting #4 6/5/17) 
which was 37 pages in length.   

 
Item #7: Biennial Review of the Community Development Block Grant Program and Recommended Reallocations of One‐Time Available 
Fund Balance in FY 2018 and FY 2019 (Report from Library and Community Services Director Reinhart) 

 

 
Q: For Item 7, CDBG reallocation, was the report and proposed 
plan given to CSC Commissioners prior to their meeting?  
 

 
A: The Community Services Commission received a comprehensive visual 
and verbal presentation of the biennial review results and proposed 
reallocation plan during their June 21, 2017 meeting.  The materials were 
not provided in advance. 

 

https://www.dropbox.com/s/wsyhixvvsix4mx8/LWC_Hayward_Vision%20Framework_Draft_052517.pdf?dl=0
https://hayward.legistar.com/MeetingDetail.aspx?ID=550333&GUID=3276C7F3-E877-4029-BA4E-FEC1C48110DA&Options=info&Search=


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 

KATE TURNEY 
 
   





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 

JERRY TURNEY 
 
   





 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PUBLIC COMMENTS 
 

CHARLIE PETERS 
 
   



























































 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

HAYWARD ANIMAL SHELTER 
 

FIRST ANNUAL PAWS FOR SCRAPBOOKING 
FUNDRAISER 
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